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QUESTION 1

Sam is a professor at a small college. Due to a scheduling conflict, he was unable to obtain access to the computer lab
to give the final exam. As an alternative, he asked students to bring their own devices (BYOD) and connect to the
college\\'s Wi-Fi for network access. What security risk is associated with this implementation? 

A. Inability for students to share files 

B. Inability for students to back up user files 

C. Student devices sending unsecured data 

D. Student devices being more susceptible to malware 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which term describes a compact personal computer that relies on a touch screen for input, generally uses a solid-state
drive instead of a traditional hard disk, and relies on wireless or mobile networks for connectivity? 

A. Tablet 

B. Laptop 

C. Netbook 

D. Portable media player 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

When using cloud-based services to host company data, a company\\'s disaster recovery plan should include strategies
for: 

A. Creating redundancy and ensuring there is an exclusive contract with the cloud service provider. 

B. Distributing data and software services across multiple cloud service providers. 

C. Creating redundancy and using multiple cloud service providers. 

D. Using a single well-established cloud service provider. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Selena has run out of memory on her phone\\'s SD card. She has decided to store the files she has accumulated on a
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third-party cloud service provider\\'s drives. Which of the following is a typical issue that she may encounter? 

A. The files become corrupted due to an attack from a hacker botnet. 

B. The files become unavailable whenever Internet connectivity is lost. 

C. The files become unavailable because they are being shared with other users. 

D. The files become corrupted because the provider uses a proprietary compression algorithm during transit. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

When a PC computer device wants to communicate with the processor, which system resource does it use? 

A. I/O 

B. DMA 

C. PIO 

D. IRQ 

Correct Answer: D 
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